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to prepare ZSM-5-based
composites with enhanced light olefin selectivity
and stability in the HTO process

Maryam Ghazimoradi, Saeed Soltanali, * Hamid Karami, Hamid Ghassabzadeh
and Javad Bakhtiari

In this study, the influence of different ZSM-5 composite materials (ASA, g-alumina, h-Al2O3, SiO2, and

attapulgite) and their performance in the n-hexane catalytic cracking process in a fixed bed microreactor

at 550 °C under atmospheric pressure was studied. XRD, FT-IR spectroscopy, NH3-TPD, BET, FE-SEM,

and TG analyses were performed to characterize the catalysts. The result of the n-hexane to olefin

process indicated that the A2 catalyst (g-alumina composition with ZSM-5) showed the highest

conversion of 98.89%, highest propylene selectivity of 68.92%, highest yield of light olefins of 83.84%,

and highest propylene to ethylene ratio of 4.34. The reason for the significant increase in all these

factors and the lowest amount of coke in this catalyst is the use of g-alumina, which increased the

hydrothermal stability and resistance to deactivation, improved the acidic properties with a strong to

weak acid ratio of 0.382, and increased the mesoporosity to 0.242. This study indicates the effect of the

extrusion process and the composition and the major effect of the properties of this material on the

physicochemical properties and distribution of the product.
1 Introduction

Ethylene and propylene as light olens are important basic
chemicals, which are used in many elds, such as the petro-
chemical industry, pharmaceutical science, coal chemicals, and
environmental protection.1–6 In the last few decades, the
demand for light olen production, mainly propylene, as
a critical raw material for chemical engineering, has increased
exponentially. The methods for the production of light olens
mainly include the thermal cracking of naphtha, which
consumes signicant energy and emits a lot of carbon dioxide.
Furthermore, the amount of propylene produced from this
process is very low and insufficient to satisfy the high global
demand. Alternatively, the catalytic cracking of naphtha results
in high selectivity for light olens at low temperatures.1,7–9

Therefore, this process has attracted signicant attention in
recent decades.10,11 Among the different zeolite catalysts used in
this process, ZSM-5 exhibits good reactivity and hydrothermal
stability during the catalytic cracking of naphtha owing to its
unique morphology and acidic properties.12–21 However, its
strong acidic sites and low mesoporosity make it susceptible to
carbon deposition, which limits its application. BTX molecules
(a combination of benzene, toluene, and xylene) result from the
hydride transfer and aromatization reactions and act as
a precursor of coke.6,22–25 Aer the formation of coke molecules,
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they are deposited in the mouth of the pores and inside the
micropores, and eventually the acid sites located in the micro-
pores, inactivating these sites.26–28 The formation of coke can be
due to secondary reactions of the formed light olens, which do
not have an outlet due to the presence of insufficient mesopores
and are unintentionally involved in hydride transfer reactions
and the formation of aromatic chains. Subsequently, these
reactions cause an increase in the production of BTX and
a decrease in olens. At present, to improve the physicochem-
ical properties of the ZSM-5 zeolite and to address the formation
of the precursor of coke, and consequently the rapid deactiva-
tion of the ZSM-5 catalyst, there are two main types of tech-
niques for the preparation of hierarchical ZSM-5 zeolites, i.e.,
the bottom-up and top-down approaches.29,30 To further
improve the catalytic performance and stability of ZSM-5, the
composite method is employed in commercial processes, where
it is oen blended with materials such as alumina, silica, and
clay to shape the structured catalysts for better mass transfer,
alter the porosity, for example, obtain suitable mesoporous to
reduce coking formation, and alter the acid site
concentration.31–34 For example, the use of alumina due to its
mesoporous nature reduces the mass transfer and reduces the
amount of coke produced, and consequently increases the
amount of light olens. This is also due to the presence of
a sufficient amount of mesopores and the less secondary reac-
tions on the formed olens to produce aromatics. When less
coke is produced, the stability of the catalyst increases, and
consequently the lifetime of the catalyst increases, which is very
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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important. In the present study, the ZSM-5 zeolite was
successfully shaped into cylindrical extrudes by 30 wt% of ve
materials (ASA, pseudo-boehmite, bayerite, silica sol, and atta-
pulgite), which was synthesized for the rst time for use in the
HTO process, and XRD, FT-IR, NH3-TPD, BET, FE-SEM, and TG
analyses were performed to characterize the catalysts. Further-
more, the effect of these materials on the textural and acidic
properties as well as the performance in the HTO process was
studied.
2 Experimental
2.1 Chemicals and reagents

The chemicals utilized in this study to prepare the composite
catalysts included ZSM-5 zeolite (Na-ZSM-5, SiO2/Al2O3 = 400,
provided by the Research Institute of Petroleum Industry). The
ZSM-5 zeolite catalyst was combined with several materials
including amorphous silica–alumina (ASA powder with Si/Al =
0.1, which was synthesized according to the reported work of
Karami's group35), pseudo-boehmite (AlOOH powder, Shandong
Aluminium Industry), bayerite (Al(OH)3 powder, Shandong
Aluminium Industry), colloidal silica LUDOX HS-40 (40 wt%
SiO2, Sigma-Aldrich), and attapulgite clay (provided by
Changzhou Dingbang Mine Company).
2.2 Preparation of ZSM-5 composite catalysts

Before the preparation of the ZSM-5 composite (ASA, g-alumina,
h-Al2O3, SiO2, and attapulgite), Na-ZSM-5 was reuxed at 75 °C
for 9 h in three continuous steps (each step lasting 3 h) to obtain
NH4-ZSM-5 by using 2.0 M NH4NO3 solution. Then, NH4-ZSM-5
was calcined for 4 h at 600 °C to eliminate NH3, forming H-ZSM-
5. The mechanical mixtures of H-ZSM-5 and the above-
mentioned materials to prepare the composite catalysts were
uniformly blended (wt% of above-mentioned materials: wt% of
ZSM-5 = 30 : 70) in a mortar. The details of the composition of
the prepared catalysts are presented in Table 1. Aer kneading
the composite physical mixtures and getting the appropriate
plasticity for extrusion, the paste-like mixtures were placed
inside a cylindrical extruder and passed through a die with
a diameter of 2 mm, which created a smooth cylindrical shape.
The cylindrical composites were dried at ambient temperature
under a lab hood for 2 h, and subsequently all the powders were
dried in an oven overnight. Next, the resulting composite
samples were calcined at 550 °C for 4 h. The composite zeolites
Table 1 Composition of prepared catalysts

Sample ID

Materials composited with ZSM-5 zeolite (%)

ASA g-Alumina h-Al2O3 SiO2 Attapulgite ZSM-5 (%)

A1 30 — — — — 70
A2 — 30 — — — 70
A3 — — 30 — — 70
A4 — — — 30 — 70
A5 — — — — 30 70
ZSM-5 — — — — — 100

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
aer calcination were denoted as A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 for the
amorphous silica–alumina (ASA), g-alumina, h-Al2O3, SiO2, and
attapulgite materials, respectively.

2.3 Characterization of composite catalysts

The phase purity and crystalline structure of the prepared
composite zeolites were analyzed by X-ray powder diffraction
(XRPD) analysis using an X-ray diffraction apparatus equipped
with Cu Ka radiation source (Theta–Theta, Stoe Company). The
results of this analysis were obtained in the 2q range of 5–60°. To
assess the change in the acidic site properties of the catalysts
upon calcination, temperature-programmed desorption of
ammonia (TPDA) was carried out using a micromeritics TPD
2900 apparatus equipped with a thermal conductivity detector
(TCD). To determine the morphology and size of the particles
and crystals of the composite zeolites, SEM images were recorded
using a Zeiss SIGMA VP-FESEM instrument by eld emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The specic surface
area, average pore size, and pore volume of the samples were
quantied using a Micromeritics ASAP2000 adsorption and
desorption N2 apparatus. Each sample was preheated and
degassed at 450 °C for 3 h. The specic surface area, mesopore
volume, and pore size distribution were calculated using the
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) at −196 °C, Barrett–Joyner–
Halenda (BJH), and t-plot methods. The change in functional
groups due to the compositing process of the prepared zeolite
catalysts were evaluated using a Bruker FTIR spectrophotometer
(PerkinElmer Company) in the wavenumber range of 400–
4000 cm−1. Aer the catalytic test, the coke formation on the
composite catalysts was investigated by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) using a Mettler Toledo (TGA/SDTA-851) instru-
ment at 800 °C at the rate of 20 °Cmin−1 in an atmospheric ow.

2.4 Catalytic performance evaluation

The performance of the prepared composite catalysts in the n-
hexane to olen reaction (HTO) was evaluated in a tubular xed
bed quartz reactor, as shown in Fig. 1, at atmospheric pressure.
In each reactor test, 0.67 g of each composite catalyst (30–50
mesh) was diluted with 0.33 g quartz (g composite : g quartz =

2 : 1) and installed into the center of the reactor because the
thermocouple was set in the center of the catalyst bed. The
reactor was heated to 550 °C under an N2 owN-hexane (99.89%
pure, water 0.005 wt%) was introduced in the reactor aer
passing the preheater zone using a syringe pump and N2 carrier
gas was introduced through a mass ow controller (MFC). The
reaction was conducted under WHSV = 4 h−1; N2 = 40 cm3; and
heating rate = 5 °C min−1 gas and liquid products were
collected every 30 min aer passing the bath circulator sepa-
rator and the collected products were analyzed using a GC
instrument equipped with an HP-Plot-Q capillary column, TCD,
and FID detector. The N-hexane conversion, selectivity of
products, and light olen yield were calculated using eqn
(1)–(3). All data were collected aer 4 h of reaction.

N-Hexane conversionð%Þ ¼ ðC6H14Þinlet � ðC6H14Þout
ðC6H14Þinlet

� 100 (1)
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20058–20067 | 20059



Fig. 1 Setup of catalytic cracking reactor to test the prepared catalytic samples.
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Selectivity of each product ¼ neach product; outP
nall product; out

� 100 (2)

Light olefin yield (%) = n-hexane conversion × selectivity of light

olefins/100 (3)
3 Result and discussion
3.1 Catalyst characterization

3.1.1 XRD analysis. Fig. 2 displays the XRD patterns of the
composite catalysts and simple ZSM-5. The XRD pattern of ZSM-
5 exhibits major peaks at 2q = 7.97°, 8.81°, 23.08°, 23.95°, and
Fig. 2 XRD patterns of all the catalyst samples.
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24.41° associated with the plane of the pentasil MFI framework,
corresponding to the (101), (200), (332), (303), and (133) Bragg
reections, respectively.6,36,37 These results are consistent with
the standard card (JCPDS No. 00-044-0003), indicating the high
purity of ZSM-5.38 According to Fig. 2, the XRD patterns of all
composite samples showed peaks in the same location as the
simple zeolite peaks, suggesting that the material species for all
the catalysts was dispersed homogeneously on ZSM-5 and their
presence did not have harsh effects on the original structure of
the ZSM-5 zeolite. Alternatively, the noticeable decrease in the
intensity of the characteristic peaks in the 2q range of 22.5–25°
illustrates the slight decrease in the crystallinity of all the
composite samples. This was expected due to the extruding
process.39,40
Fig. 3 FT-IR analysis of all the catalyst samples.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 NH3-TPD profiles of the samples.
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3.1.2 FT-IR analysis. Fig. 3 shows the Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra of the composite catalysts and ZSM-5
sample in the range of 400–4000 cm−1. The vibrations of ZSM-
5 indicate four absorption bands related to the bending vibra-
tions of the T–O (T: Si, Al) bonds, asymmetrical tensile vibra-
tions of the double ve-numbered ring of the MFI zeolite,
symmetrical tensile vibrations of the T–O bonds, and asym-
metrical tensile vibrations of the T–O bonds at 453, 547, 802,
and 1104 cm−1, respectively.41–43 The absorption band at around
1225 cm−1 is related to the external asymmetric tensile vibra-
tions and shows the formation of ZSM-5 crystal structures,
including four ve-membered rings arranged around the two-
dimensional torsion axis.44 The presence of all these vibra-
tions in the above-mentioned spectral regions in all the
composite samples indicates that the ZSM-5 zeolite framework
was maintained aer the extruding process.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3.1.3 NH3-TPD analysis. In Fig. 4 shows the temperature-
programmed desorption of ammonia (TPDA) plots, which
were employed to determine the total acidity, acid distribution,
and power of the acidic site of the different samples. The
amount of ammonia desorbed in the higher temperature range
of 400–650 °C is usually attributed to the strong acid sites, in the
lower temperature range of 200–250 °C attributed to the weak
acid sites of the catalysts, and in the intermediate temperature
range of 300–400 °C attributed to the intermediate acid sites of
the catalysts in terms of acidic power.6,45,46 The amount of
different acidic sites (weak, medium, and strong) in all catalysts
is summarized in Table 2. According to Table 2, the comparison
between the NH3 desorption proles of the ZSM-5 sample and
the composite samples indicated in increase in total acidity for
all the samples.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20058–20067 | 20061



Table 2 NH3-TPD data for the catalytic samples

Samples

Acidity type (mmol g−1)

Strong\weakTotal acidity Weak (T °C) Medium (T °C) Strong (T °C)

ZSM-5 0.86 0.51 (225) 0.07 (356) 0.28 (610) 0.549
A1 1.02 0.7 (223) 0.07 (348) 0.25 (602) 0.357
A2 1 0.68 (221) 0.06 (357) 0.26 (612) 0.382
A3 0.92 0.69 (224) 0.06 (352) 0.17 (605) 0.246
A4 1.26 0.70 (226) 0.08 (349) 0.48 (598) 0.685
A5 1.01 0.61 (228) 0.09 (358) 0.31 (608) 0.508
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3.1.4 BET analysis. The N2 adsorption–desorption
isotherms of the different samples are shown in Fig. 5.
According to the IUPAC classication, all the catalysts showed
a combination of types I and IV isotherms, with an H4 hyster-
esis loop, while the A5 sample has an H3 hysteresis loop.47,48

This proves the presence of micropores, indicating strong
adsorption at a low relative pressure. Additionally, the hyster-
esis loop at a high relative pressure (0.4–1) provides evidence of
the presence of a mesoporous structure in all the samples.6,39,49

Larger hysteresis loops were observed for A1 and A2 samples,
which may be due to the higher number of mesopores in these
samples compared to the other samples. The results of the
nitrogen adsorption–desorption analysis including Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area, average pore size, and pore
volumes are reported in Table 3. The ZSM-5 sample had the
lowest mesopore volume based on its microporous nature
compared to the other samples. In all the prepared composite
samples, the mesoporous volume increased and the micropo-
rous volume did not change signicantly. This phenomenon
indicates that the presence of the materials used to prepare the
composites did not change the microporous structure of the
zeolite. Also, according to the results of this analysis, it can be
Fig. 5 Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms.
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concluded that the surface area of the composite samples
further decreased due to the loss of crystallinity, which is
consistent with the results of the XRPD analysis.

3.1.5 FESEM images. The eld-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) images are presented in Fig. 6. According
to these images, the ZSM-5 zeolite sample has a specic poly-
hedral geometry. In all the prepared composite samples, the
specic polyhedral geometry of the ZSM-5 zeolite is clearly
recognized and it can be seen that the materials used for the
synthesis of the composites did not alter the morphology of the
ZSM-5 zeolite sample signicantly. Also, thesematerials are well
distributed on the constituent particles of the ZSM-5 zeolite
without changing its overall crystal structure of the specic
polyhedral geometry.50–52 The loss of surface area is mainly
attributed to the introduction of the materials used for the
synthesis of the composites, and particularly their coverage of
the zeolite particles. Interestingly, the crystalline structure of
the prepared composite samples was not destroyed aer
extrusion and calcination.
3.2 Coke formation during HTO reaction over the catalyst
samples

3.2.1 Thermogravimetric analysis. The used catalysts were
collected aer 4 h of n-hexane catalytic cracking reaction at
550 °C, and then analyzed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
to specify the coke species deposited on the catalyst during the
cracking process. The TG curves of the different catalysts are
shown in Fig. 7, indicating the weight loss of each catalyst. The
weight loss at a high temperature is related to the burning of the
coke deposited in the used samples53,54 and this weight loss in
all the samples decreased with an increase in mesopore
volume.55 This indicates that samples A2 and A1 with the
highest mesopores of 0.242 and 0.228 cm3 g−1, respectively, may
slow down the coke formation rate and enable the precipitation
of the coke species to the pores and mouth pores quickly, thus
leading to an increase in the lifetime of the catalyst and
demonstrating the resistance of these composites to coke
deposition compared to other samples.6
3.3 Catalytic performances of the catalyst samples in HTO
catalytic cracking process

The reactor test of n-hexane catalytic cracking was performed
over the synthesized catalyst composites and ZSM-5 sample
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Textural properties of the catalyst samples

Catalyst Crystallinitya (%)

Surface area (m2 g−1) Volume (cm3 g−1)

Df (nm) HFgSBET
b Sexternal

c Sext/SBET Vtotal Vmicropore
d Vmesopore

e

ZSM-5 100 405 117 0.28 0.190 0.086 0.104 1.87 0.130
A1 93 364 245 0.67 0.309 0.081 0.228 3.39 0.176
A2 94 387 281 0.72 0.322 0.080 0.242 3.32 0.180
A3 92 365 202 0.55 0.286 0.082 0.204 3.13 0.158
A4 91 350 170 0.48 0.259 0.083 0.176 2.96 0.155
A5 92 375 192 0.51 0.273 0.084 0.189 2.91 0.157

a Determined via XRD analysis. b Specic surface area calculated by the BET method. c External surface area calculated by the t-plot method.
d Micropore volume obtained by the t-plot method. e Mesopore volumes calculated by subtracting the micropore volume from the total volume.
f Average pore diameter, which is the adsorption average pore width (4 V/A by BET). g HF = hierarchical factor= (Vmicro/Vpores)(Sext/SBET).

Paper RSC Advances
with aWHSV of 4 h−1. Fig. 8 and Table 4 display the distribution
of products for all the catalytic samples. According to the results
in Table 4 and it can be seen that the highest conversion of n-
Fig. 6 FE-SEM images of the catalyst samples.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
hexane and the maximum production of light olens, as well as
the lowest production of light alkanes (C1–C4), and BTX as the
precursor for coke production were achieved with the A2, A1, A3,
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20058–20067 | 20063



Fig. 7 TG curves of the spent catalysts.

Fig. 8 Product selectivity over all the catalyst samples.

Table 4 Distribution of products for all the composite catalysts and
the parent catalyst

Catalysts ZSM-5 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Conversion 95.21 98.59 98.89 97.53 89.46 95.70
C2

= (mol%) 14.92 15.78 15.87 14.21 15.67 14.61
C3

= (mol%) 30.64 64.47 68.92 46.56 18.26 38.60
P/E 2.05 4.08 4.34 3.27 1.16 2.64
Yield (C2

= + C3
=) 43.37 79.11 83.84 59.26 30.35 50.92

P
(C1–C4) 48.84 16.55 14.21 34.16 58.19 41.18

C4+
= 3.80 3.20 2.17 4.67 3.08 4.51

r*d 9.17 2.20 1.65 4.36 14.01 6.97
BTX 1.8 0 0 0.4 4.8 1.2

Fig. 9 Relationship between the propylene selectivity (%) and S/W
ratio.
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A5, ZSM-5, and A4 catalysts, respectively. The catalytic cracking
activity, selectivity for each product, and coke deposition during
the catalytic cracking of alkanes depend on the acidic and
textural properties of the solid acid catalysts as zeolite
catalysts.56–58 According to Table 3, the A2 sample has the best
textural properties such as the highest amount of mesopores of
0.242 and the maximum hierarchical factor (HF) of 0.180
among the catalysts, especially the parent catalyst. The high
values of these parameters in the modied samples compared
to the parent sample illustrate that more micropores were
retained and the increase in mesoporosity ratio (Sext/SBET) is
greater than the decrease in microporosity ratio (Vmic/Vtotal).6,59

An increase in the amount of amount together with the
approximate preservation of the micropores causes a reduction
in the mass transfer limitation and a reduction in the produc-
tion of aromatic molecules, which are produced as a result of
the diffusion limitation. In terms of acidic properties, satisfac-
tory catalysts should possess strong acid sites to initiate the
cracking reaction by producing reactive intermediates, specic
pore structures, and short diffusion paths to suppress the
formation of coke precursors for the catalytic cracking of
naphtha fractions. The high strong acid site density promotes
20064 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 20058–20067
the undesirable secondary reactions of hydrogen transfer and
aromatization, thus decreasing the selectivity to light olens,
especially propylene. Aromatics will continue to form coke
through hydride transfer reactions, alkylation, cyclization,
aromatization, and dehydrogenation. According to Tables 2 and
4, the P/E ratio and propylene selectivity could be signicantly
improved by manipulating the acid strength distribution and
the concentration of acid sites in the composite catalysts except
for the A4 sample. The zeolite and A1–A5 phases in the
composite are closely bonded by the interface effect, forming an
additional Si–O–Al structure, which signicantly affected the
acidity of the composite catalyst. The physically mixed two-
phase catalyst has a higher concentration of acid sites
compared with ZSM-5. It should be noted that ZSM-5/A1–A5
exhibits a different density and distribution of acid sites to ZSM-
5, demonstrating the presence of an interaction between the
A1–A5 phase and the zeolite phase in the composite. The results
reported in tables show that the high and low strong to weak
acid site ratio was not suitable for the highest propylene
production and reduction of BTX production, and the middle
range of this ratio was suitable. Specically, the A2 sample
resulted in the highest amount of propylene production of
68.92% and it has a ratio of strong to weak acidity of 0.382,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 (A) Relationship between the HTI values and P/E ratio. (B) Relationship between the HTI values and light olefin yield.

Fig. 11 Conversion of n-hexane over the samples with increasing time
on stream (240 min).
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which is the middle ratio for all catalysts. This means that the
presence of both strong and weak Brønsted and Lewis acid sites
is required for the maximum production of light olens and the
lowest production of BTX, and thus modications have been
made to improve this ratio.60–63 Fig. 9 shows the relationship
between the strong to weak acid site ratio and propylene
selectivity for all the catalytic samples. The reason for the
improvement in the important factors in the catalytic cracking
process such as increasing the production of light olens due to
the improvement in mesoporous volume and acidic properties
for catalyst A2 is the presence of g-alumina with a high meso-
porous nature, hydrothermal stability by tuning the charge
density, and alleviated coke formation by modulating the
surface acid strength.52 To verify the effect of the undesirable
secondary reactions of hydrogen transfer and aromatization on
the different catalysts, the hydrogen transfer index (HTI), which
is the ratio of C3H8/C3H6, was calculated.64,65 Based on Fig. 10
and Table 2, the suitable acid properties, and subsequently
hydride transfer in the A2 sample provide the highest selectivity
for light olens and lowest selectivity for undesired products
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(BTX). According to Fig. 10, the HTI value gradually decreased in
the order of A4 > ZSM-5 > A5 > A3 > A1 > A2, whereas the
propylene to ethylene ratio and light olen yield increased.
According to Table 4 and Fig. 11, the deactivation rate (rd) was
calculated for all catalysts.66 The reduction in rd follows the
order of A2 > A1> A3 > A5 > ZSM-5 > A4, which indicates the
increase in the stability of the catalytic samples according to
this trend. The stability of the catalysts in the HTO process
depends on their catalytic activity and conversion of n-hexane.
Compared to the recent research in the literature, the method
used in this study for the preparation of efficient catalysts is
easier than other methods to modify zeolites67 and the A2
catalyst showed a better yield of light olens, conversion, and
decreased selectivity toward BTX in the catalytic cracking of n-
hexane.6,9,20
4 Conclusion

In summary, the composition method was employed to inves-
tigate the impact of the pore size and acidic properties of
composite catalysts on their catalytic performance and deacti-
vation during HTO cracking. All the prepared composites,
except the A4 sample, had better light olen yields than the
primary ZSM-5, and the light olen yield increased and the
amount of BTX as a precursor of coke decreased according to
the order of A2 > A1 > A3 > A5 > ZSM-5 > A4. The results revealed
that the A2 sample due to its appropriate mesoporous volume of
0.242 and appropriate strong to weak acidity ratio of 0.382
exhibited the best catalytic performance, highest light olen
yield production (83.84%), highest propylene selectivity
(68.92%), and lowest coking due to the suppression of the
aromatization reactions and hydrogen transfer. The increase in
the amount of mesoporosity and the appropriate amount of
strong to weak acidity ratio resulted in the maximum light
olen yield and prevented secondary reactions on the produced
light olens in the A2 sample.
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